every year begins with you... and we remember you every day

- First Suroshtra Industrialist who was trained in Japan
- First Manufacturer of Jet Pumps in India
- Started number of successful Industries in the field of Foundry Steel, Rubber and Pumps
- Sent his profit from his business to Educational Institutions and Public services
- Former District Commissioner of SCOUTS for his lifetime for a period of about 60 years
- Honoured by President of India with UDYO3 PTRA award in 1987
- Former President of Sourashtra College for 15 years and donated Rs. 30 Lakh from KLN Charities
- Founder President of K.L. Nagasamy Memorial Polytechnic Council and donated Rs. 20 Lakh from KIN Charities
- Founder President of K.L.N. Sourashtra College of Engineering Council and donated Rs. 35 Lakh for the purchase of land and construction of buildings
- Chairman of Apex Association of Inde-Canadian Institutional Co-operation Project, sponsored by Government of India
- Former President of Institute of Social Sciences, Madurai
- Former Senate Member of Madurai Kamaraj University

Shri. K.L.N. KRISHNAI
Founder President
01.04.1918 - 08.06.2001

We wish you a Prosperous
New Year 2005
and a
Happy Pongal

from the desks of editors

After a grueling academic session and a relaxing brief vacation, we are again charged with new enthusiasm to push our students to further heights in their quest for knowledge.

KLNCE BLOSSOMS has been an indicator of various academic performance measures of our batches. This indicates our commitment to multi-dimensional aspects of quality.

You may wonder why this newsletter lists such large number of small achievements. This is because, we believe that small drops only make a large ocean. As a continual improvement measure, we keep running for highly qualified persons (with good academic and industrial experience) committed to our vision and inspire our students and young staff.

Founders Day Celebrations 2005

On 11.12.2004, a life size portrait of our Founder was unveiled by Shri. R. Lakshminarayanan, Chairman, Hi-Tech Aeri Ltd., Madura, along with the other events organized by Cultural & Literary Association of the college.
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departmental activities

The Department of Mechanical Engineering has conducted a short term Faculty Development Training Program on Design of Jigs, Fixtures and Press Tools, sponsored by Centre for Faculty Development, Anna University, Chennai, from 06.12.2004 to 12.12.2004. A total of 22 teachers from various engineering colleges of Tamilnadu benefited from this program. Lectures had been arranged to the participants both from outside and inside experts. Course included two industrial visits in Madurai and course materials were distributed to all the participants.

D. S. Ganapathy, Principal and Prof. PM. Pullappan were the Co-ordinators for the program.


Alumni Association of our college conducted an Alumni Meet on 13.11.2004 at The Natural Residency. 120 alumni participated in the meeting.

The Department of Computer Science and Engineering has organized a Mini Project Contest called Software Gaia 2004 in September 2004 to enhance the technical skills of Computer Science and Engineering students. Nearly 60 students participated and showed their skill in various areas of computer science and engineering.

First year B.E./B.Tech. welcome function was held on 13.09.2004. About 600 parents and students attended.


50 First year B.E./B.Tech. students visited Print and Pack exhibition organized by MADITSSIA on 06.12.2004 and made themselves familiar with recent developments in this technology.


Our NSS students assisted the Traffic Wardens for regulating traffic on roads between 6:00 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. on 09.11.2004 in and around Periyar Bus Stand.

lectures delivered by our staff


Mr. P. Udhayakumar, Lecturer, Mechanical Engineering delivered a lecture on Genetic Algorithm to the staff members under Faculty Development Forum at our college on 30.10.2004.

Mr. A. Antony Frank, Lecturer, Information Technology gave a seminar on Ethical hacking on 06.11.2004 in our college.

Mr. N. Lakshmi Narasimhan, Asst. Professor, MCA gave a guest lecture on Introduction to computer basics to the staff members under FDFat our college on 28.11.2004.

Mr. S.R. Naresh gave a guest lecture on Career Guidance and Counselling at C.L. N. College of Information Technology, Pottipalayam.

guest lectures

Mr. T. Dhana Sekaran, Regional Manager, TIC Madurai Region delivered a lecture on Implication of WTO for the First year A.R.A. students on 03.11.2004.

Mr. S. Rajan, Service Manager, Regional Staff Training College, Canara Bank delivered a lecture on Quality circle in Canara Bank for the First year MBA students on 16.12.2004.

Dr. R.K. Thulasiram, Associate Professor, CSE, University of Manitoba, Canada delivered a lecture on Advanced parallel computing and application to finance problems on 22.12.2004.

ph.d. registrations

Ms. S. Suguna, Senior Lecturer, MCA registered her Ph.D. in VEB Mining at Mother Teresa Women’s University, Kottayam.

Ms. M. Ganega Durga, Senior Lecturer, MCA registered her Ph.D. in Mobile Computing at Mother Teresa Women’s University, Kottayam.

Mr. R. Sundarapandian, Lecturer, Automobile Engineering registered his Ph.D. in Alternative fuels at Madras Institute of Technology, Anna University, Chennai.

new facilities

One ARISTO model 8Axis Robot with a lifting capacity of 3 Kg, has been purchased at the cost of Rs. 7 lakhs for CAD/CAM Lab.

Three new Welding Transformers have been purchased for Workshop.

New equipments worth Rs. 6,50,000/- is procured for several laboratories of ECE department during the period 15.09.04 to 10.12.2004.

A new air-conditioned laboratory, designated as Communication Systems Laboratory is being set-up, utilizing a floor space of 85 sq.m.

Forty IBM P-IV @ 2.04 GHz systems have been procured for EEE, ECE, CSE, IT, I.B. departments at the cost of Rs. 12,80,000.

Nearly 120 books were added in the Information Technology Department Library for the benefit of students and staff.

A new Television worth Rs. 7,500/- and a Direct Television (DTH) Network worth Rs. 3,500/- was purchased for the use of hostel staff.

As soon as you trust yourself, you will know how to live
paper presentations

**Mechanical Engineering**

- Ms. A. Asha, Asst. Professor, along with M.R.S. Kubendranath and T. Fr. Dinesh Gobu, Final year Mechanical Engineering students, presented a paper on *Machine cell formation in Cellular manufacturing systems - A comparative study* in the International conference on Team Tech 2004 at Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore held from 02.11.2004 to 04.11.2004 and it was selected as Best Paper in the above conference.

- Mr. F. Udhayakumar, Lecturer presented a paper on *Genetic Algorithm for flexible manufacturing system - A comparison of different crossover operators* in the International conference on Team Tech 2004 at Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore held from 02.11.2004 to 04.11.2004.


- The paper on *Tabu search algorithm or lot streaming in two-machine flow shop* prepared by Mr. S. Marimuthu, Asst. Professor along with his guide Dr. S.G. Ponnambalam was presented by his guide in the IEEE International Conference on Systems, Man and Cybernetics, Paper No: 475, October 10-13, 2004, The Hague, Netherlands.

- The paper on *Evolutionary algorithm and Threshold accepting algorithm for lot streaming and sequencing problems in two-machine flowshop* prepared by Mr. S. Marmuthu, Asst. Professor along with his guide Dr. S.G. Ponnambalam was presented by his guide in the International Conference on Cybernetics and Intelligent Systems (CIS 2004), Paper No: CIS-1069, December 1-3, 2004, Singapore.

**Master of Business Administration**


- Ms. V. Manjula and Mr. S.R. Srikumar, Lecturers presented a paper on *The Women-Guardians of Values* in the International Conference on Spirituality, Annamalai University, Chidambaram on 08.11.2004 and 07.11.2004.

- Ms. C. Swamalatha, Senior Lecturer has published an article titled *Knowledge Management* in the National Journal OD Communication, Delhi, Oct. 2004 issue.

**Master of Computer Applications**

- A paper titled *Values-Professional Excellence* by Mr. A. Kanan, Lecturer was published in the souvenir of International conference on Spiritual Wisdom for Value based society. The conference was held on 06.11.2004 and 07.11.2004 at Annamalai University.

Library


English

- Mr. A. Raviyakumar, Lecturer presented a paper on *Professional Excellence* in connection with International Conference organised by Prasanna Brahmadhara held at Annamalai University, Chidambaram on 06.11.2004 and 07.11.2004.

Chemistry


other activities

- Mr. M. Nagarajan, Lab Asst, CSE and Mr. M. Sathish Kannan, Web Designer, CSE have implemented a plug-in for automating the result analysis of the students.
**Mechanical Engineering**
- Mr. A. N. Baji, Lecturer attended a Six day short term course on *Advanced Machining Processes* from 18.10.2004 to 23.10.2004 at Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur.
- Mr. S. Sankalp, Lecturer attended a two week short term course on *Cleaner manufacturing in industries* from 25.10.2004 to 07.11.2004 at Amrita Vidyapeetham, Coimbatore.
- Mr. M. V. Shankhwar, Lecturer attended a AICTE-ISTE short term training program on *Advances in Composites Manufacturing Techniques* from 22.11.2004 to 27.11.2004 at Meppoon Schlenk Engineering College, Sivakasi.

**Electrical and Electronics Engineering**
- Mr. P. Loganathan, Lecturer has attended a two week short term training program on *Role of solid state controllers and embedded systems in power systems* sponsored by AICTE and ISTE at Kumaraguru College of Technology, Coimbatore from 01.11.2004 to 20.11.2004.
- Mr. N. A. Amirsh Babu, Lecturer attended a five day short term training program on *Total Quality Management Education* sponsored by AICTE and ISTE at Kongu Engineering College, Erode from 06.12.2004 to 10.12.2004.
- Mr. M. Jasmine Theresu, Lecturer attended six day short term training program on *Total Quality Management* sponsored by Anna University at Center for Faculty Development, Chennai from 15.01.2004 to 21.01.2004.
- Ms. S. Shenbagam, Lecturer attended a four day short term training program on *Electrical Machines II* sponsored by Center for Faculty Development, Anna University at PSG College of Technology, Coimbatore from 16.11.2004 to 30.11.2004.
- Mr. Karthigai Selva Kumar Durai, Lecturer attended a two week short term training program on *Cleaner Manufacturing in Industries* sponsored by AICTE and ISTE at Amrita Institute of Technology, Coimbatore from 25.10.2004 to 07.11.2004.
- Ms. S. Kalyani, Lecturer attended a one week short term training program on *Control Systems* sponsored by Anna University at Crescent Engineering College, Chennai from 29.11.2004 to 04.12.2004.
- Mr. M. Pandian, Lecturer attended a one week short term training program on *Digital Signal Processing* sponsored by Anna University at Bannari Amman Institute of Technology, Sathyamangalam from 02.11.2004 to 20.11.2004.

**Electronics and Communication Engineering**
- M. V. Krishnamoorthy, W. S. Munigan and Mr. P. Senthil Babu, Lecturers attended a short term training program sponsored by AICTE/ISTE on *Cleaner Manufacturing in Industries* at Amrita Vidyapeetham, Bimanai, Coimbatore from 25.10.2004 to 07.11.2004.

**Computer Science and Engineering**
- Mr. L. Rasiakanikan, Lecturer participated in the seminar conducted by Brahmapukara Association on *Spiritual Wisdom at Annamalai University, Chidambaram.*

**Electronics and Instrumentation Engineering**
- Ms. S. Nagamani, IIST and Mr. R. Thaneswaran, Asst. Professor attended a *ISTE-AICTE sponsored STTP on Process Control in Chemical Industries* held at Annamalai University, Chidambaram between 15.11.2004 and 26.11.2004 organized by the Department of Chemical Engineering, Annamalai University.
- Mr. D. Pradeep Kannan, Lecturer attended a *AICTE sponsored STTP on Automatic System Control Engineering* held at IISc, Bangalore between 06.11.2004 and 20.11.2004 organized by the Instrumentation Department, IISc, Bangalore.
- Mr. D. Pradeep Kannan, Lecturer attended a *Faculty Training Program on Total Quality Management* on 09.10.2004 and 0.10.2004 organized by the Quality Circle Forum of India and SACS MAYMAH Engineering College, Moodurai.
- Mr. G. Gokul Kumar, Lecturer attended a *STTP on Industrial Automation using PLC* held at National Engineering College, Coimbatore between 15.10.2004 and 17.10.2004 organized by the Department of Electronics and Instrumentation Engineering, NEC.
- Ms. R. Mathi, Lecturer attended a *Faculty Development Program on Digital Systems Design* held at Kalasalingam College of Engineering, Krishnankoil between 22.11.2004 and 26.11.2004 organized by the Department of Instrumentation and Control Engineering.

**Electronics and Instrumentation Engineering**
- Ms. A. Umamathi, Ms. S. Vijayakumari, Mr. D. Pradeep Kannan, Lecturers and Ms. P. Sumathi, HOD attended a *Faculty Development Program on Career Guidance and Counseling* between 27.06.2004 and 28.06.2004 organized by our ISTE staff chapter.
- Ms. I. Jeya Daisy, Lecturer attended a *Faculty Development Program on Role of Programmable Logic Controllers in Cement Industry* between 19.11.2004 to 20.11.2004 organized by Dalmia Cement (Bharat) Limited.
- Ms. P. Sumathi, HOD attended a *Faculty Development Program on Power Electronic Instrumentation* in PSNA College of Engineering from 29.11.2004 to 04.12.2004.
Faculty Development Programs

Automobile Engineering

- Mr. R. Ramshababu, Lecturer attended a short term training program on Alternative fuels and emission controls at IIT Kanpur from 24.11.2004 to 28.11.2004. He also attended a Faculty development program on Design of Jigs & Fixtures held at our college from 04.11.2004 to 11.11.2004.

- Mr. P. Ramaguru, Lab Asst., attended a three month course on Auto Electrical and Kandy servicing at Tamil Nadu Polytechnic College, Madurai from 18.06.2004 to 17.11.2004.

- Mr. K. Velmanaik, Lecturer attended a faculty development program on Total Quality Management at Kongu College of Engineering, Erode from 06.11.2004 to 11.11.2004.


- Mr. J. Ramshobabu, Lecturer attended a two week training program on Strategic quality improvement methods for achieving zero defect at TCE, Madurai from 06.12.2004 to 08.12.2004.

Master of Business Administration

- Dr. Ms. Jayarathna, Professor attended one day Directors Conclave organised by All India Management Association at Mbangalore on 13.12.2004.

- E. K. Govindaram, Asst. Professor attended one day seminar on Export Potential to Focus Countries held at Hotel Sangam, Madurai on 19.11.2004. He also attended a two day program on Conference and Exposition on Investment Opportunity in Tourism Sector on 28.04.2004 and 29.04.2004 at Hotel Sangam, Madurai.

- Mr. T. Jayaraman, Senior Lecturer and Mr. R.S. Balasenthil, Lecturer attended the International Conference on Spirituality at Annamalai University, Chidambaram on 16.11.2004 and 07.11.2004.

- Mr. R.S. Balasenthil Lecturer attended one week Faculty Development Program on SPSS Package at GRG School of Management, Coimbatore from 22.11.2004 to 28.11.2004.


Master of Computing: Applications

- Mr. C. Ashok Baburaj, Lecturer attended 12 day programme on Web Design and Java Programming at Kongu Engineering College, Erode from 29.11.2004 to 10.12.2004.

Mathematics

- Ms. G.K. Malathy, Senior Lecturer, Mathematics attended STTP-JICTE-ISTE sponsored program from 01.11.2004 to 05.11.2004 at Mepco Schlenk Engineering College, Sivakasi.

- Mr. N. Selvaraj, Assistant Lecturer, Mathematics attended a two day International Conference organized by Prathipath Brahman Kumaras on 06.11.2004 and 07.11.2004 at Annamalai University, Chidambaram.

- Mr. C.Y. Ponnappam, Senior Lecturer, Mathematics presented a paper at the National Conference on Graph Theory and its Applications held at IIGE, Krishnanpally from 25.11.2004 to 29.11.2004.


Library

- Mr. A. Joseph Andrany, Asst. Librarian attended a National symposium on Capacity building in technical libraries in the present digital era conducted by National Institute of Technical Teachers Training and Research, Chennai under QIP on 05.11.2004 and 06.11.2004.

Our NSS students helping Traffic Wardens n regulating pedestrian traffic during Deepavali (09.11.2004) in Perumal Bus Stand area.

Our NSS students with Chief Traffic Warden Mr. G.R. Balakrishnan, NSS Co-ordinator Mr. G. Jayakumar & Traffic Wardens

Our college Third & Final year Automobile Engineering students with Prof. K.S. Rangabali, MDD - Automobile Engineering handing over the survey report on Pedestrian flow in Penyur bus stand area to the Commissioner of Police Mr. Visayum, IPS and to G.R. Balakrishnan Chief Traffic Warden, Madurai City.

If you miss an opportunity, do not shed your eyes with tears. Keep your vision clear so that you will not miss the next one.
principal's activity

- Our Principal who is also the Executive Member of Madurai District Tiny and Small Scale Industries Association (MADITSSIA) served as Advisor for the Print in Pack 2004 exhibition and seminar conducted at Tamil Nadu grounds, Madurai during 26.11.2004 to 30.11.2004.

sports activities

Athletics:
- Mr. Sharan Ramesh of Final year Mechanical Engineering secured First place in Hammer throw and done new meet record (21.40 mts.).
- Mr. A. P. Anand of Second year Electrical and Electronics Engineering secured Third place in Shot put event (10.03 mts.).
- Ms. G. Roopamathi of First year Electronics and Instrumentation Engineering secured First place in Hammer throw and done new meet record (17.64 mts.).
- The team consisting of Ms. P. R.D. Vinodhini of First year Computer Science and Engineering, Ms. A.R. Svetana of First year Information Technology, Mr. N. Amitha of First year Electronics and Communication Engineering and Mr. D. Sivarani of Second year Electronics and Communication Engineering secured Second place in 4x100 mts. relay.
- Ms. R. Sheeba of Second year Information Technology secured First place and done new meet record (8.40 mts.).
- Ms. N. Amitha of Third year Electronics and Communication Engineering secured Third place in 200 mts.

Best Physique:
- Mr. C.G. Prasanth of Third year Mechanical Engineering secured Second position in Anna University Interzonal Best Physique Competition.

Chess
- Ms. R. Sumathi of Third year Electronics and Communication Engineering represented Anna University for All India Inter University Chess tournament and the team secured Third position.

Hockey
- Mr. A.F. Vijnon Kumar of Final year Information Technology got selected to represent the Anna University Hockey team for Inter University Hockey tournament.

Cricket
- Mr. N. Gautham of Third year Electronics and Communication Engineering got zonal (IX) selection for Anna University Inter zonal cricket tournament.

student's achievements

- Mr. T. Shankar of Second year Electronics and Instrumentation Engineering department has presented an article on Resistive Value Finder and published in the monthly magazine The Electronics for You, December 2004 issue.
- Mr. M.R.S. Kubendranath and Mr. T.R. Dinesh Babu, Final year Mechanical Engineering students presented a paper on Machine cell formation in Cellular manufacturing systems - A comparative study and it was selected as the best paper in the International conference on Team Tech 2004 held at Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore held from 20.11.2004 to 24.11.2004.
- Mr. M. Shiva and Mr. M. Senthil Kumar, Final year Electronics and Instrumentation Engineering department got the second prize in the quiz competition at K.L.N. College of Information Technology.
- 7 students of MBA participated and won first prize in the Corporate Show Event in ELIXIR 2004 organized by the Department of Management Studies, Sourashtra College, Madurai on 11.10.2004 and 17.11.2004.
- 7 students of MBA participated in one day seminar on Export Potential to Focus Countries organized by MADITSSIA on 11.11.2004.
- Mr. Y. Venu Karthik, M. S. Santhana Krishnan, Mr. K.R. Praveen Chand, Mr. N. Gnanasekar, Mr. G. Dhishakaran and Mr. J.M. Saravanath of Second year MCA have attended the Inter Collegiate function at Fatima College on 07.10.2004 and 04.10.2004.

industrial visits

- Prof. L.V. Mohan, Vice Principal, Mr. K.R. Arunprasad, Lecturer, Mechanical Engineering and Mr. R. Ramesh Babu, Lecturer, Automobile Engineering visited Sanhi Gears Limited, Coimbatore on 09.11.2004.
- Third year Mechanical Engineering students accompanied with Mr. G.M. Nagaraj and Mr. K.R. Arun Prasad, Lecturers visited Tamil Nadu State Transport Corporation, Madurai. The same students accompanied with Mr. G.R. Kathiresan, Asst. Professor and Mr. N.R. Rajasekaran, Lecturer visited Madras Suspension Limited, Vazhppali and accompanied with Mr. J. Ganesh Murali and Mr. N.V. Sankarali, Lecturers visited HMT Watch Factory, Bangalore.
- Second year Mechanical Engineering students accompanied with Mr. A.M. Nagarajan and Mr. U. Arunchalam, Lecturers visited M.M. Forgings Singampunari and Quality Coil Products (F) Ltd., Madurai.
- First year Master of Business Administration students accompanied with Mr. K. Govindarajan, Asst. Professor and Ms. C. Swamalatha, Senior Lecturer visited Tuticorin Port, Tuticorin.

We Welcome the Leader to our garden

Cr. M. Jeyarathnam
Professor, Master of Business Administration
assumed charge on 11.10.2004

Former Reader and
Head of the Department of Management Studies
Mother Teresa Women's University, Kodaikanal

Destiny is set a matter of chance; it is a matter of choice; it is not a thing to be waited for, it is a thing to be achieved.
IBM University Program

In view of the Memorandum of Understanding signed between IBM India Limited and our college, two training programs are conducted for the benefit of students and staff.

The training program on IBM Websphere Studio Application Developer is conducted by Ms. Vaishali Kumar, Advisory IT Specialist IBM India Limited, New Delhi, from 13.12.2004 to 16.12.2004. About 30 staff members from our college and 10 staff members from P.N.N. College of Information Technology participated in the training program. An on-line examination is conducted on 23.12.2004.

The training program on IBM DB2 Universal Database is conducted by Mr. R. Daikishanurthy, Manager-University Relations IBM India Limited, Chennai, from 20.12.2004 to 22.12.2004. About 20 staff members from our college and 10 staff members from P.N.N. College of Information Technology and about 60 students of our college participated in the training program. An on-line examination is conducted on 24.12.2004.

The passed candidates will get IBM Certification which is valid across the globe through the Sylvan Proctored Testing Centre training its registered office at United States of America.

The training is given at no cost, the benefit of students and staff. Normally, the course fee for these kind of training programs is Rs. 1,00,000/- per course per 60 candidates.

The primary aim of conducting this program at cost-free is to accredit students and staff to establish a high quality people reservoir and software technologies. This will help then to focus on strategic technologies and to position them to support India’s Information Technology initiative and to design world class curriculum capable of delivering high quality IT skills required in the last changing IT marketplace.

The students were selected for the training program through entrance examination. Nearly 450 students attended the on-line entrance examination simultaneously. About 250 students were selected according to their academic and technical performance, both.

Mr. G.R. Balakrishnan, Project Co-ordinator and Mr. N. Lakshminarayanan, Convenor of this Special Project Group conducted the program effectively.

The following staff have passed the IBM WebSphere Studio Application Developer

1. Ms. U. Kusuma Lecturer, ECE, KLNCT
2. Ms. L. Charles Seharaj Lecturer, MCA, KLNCT
3. Ms. S. Arumuga Lecturer, MCA, KLNCT

The following staff have passed the IBM DB2 Universal Database:

1. Mr. B.R. Gopi Data Base Administrator, KLNCT
2. Mr. A.R.S. Sivakumar System Administrator, KLNCT
3. Mr. M. Sathish Kannan Web Designer, KLNCT
4. Mr. R.A. Amrith Babu Lecturer, ECE, KLNCT
5. Ms. N.R. Rajalakshmi Lecturer, ECE, KLNCT
6. Ms. P. Rameshwara Lecturer, CSE, KLNCT
7. Ms. B.R. Nandhini Lab Asst, GCE, KLNCT
8. Prof. R.T. Sakhidisam HOD, IT, KLNCT
9. Ms. A.M. Sarmaster Lecturer, IT, KLNCT
10. Ms. K. Sureetha Lecturer, IT, KLNCT
11. Ms. S. Suguna Lecturer, MCA, KLNCT
12. Mr. M.R. Ramesh Lecturer, MCA, KLNCT
13. Mr. M. Sivakumar Lecturer, MCA, KLNCT
14. Mr. K. Thirumalai Channels Lab Asst, MCA, KLNCT

The following students have passed the IBM DB2 Universal Database:

1. K. Sakthi 024002 CSE
2. R. Shridha 024002 CSE
3. S. Surya 024006 CSE
4. U. Rajasekhar 024010 CSE
5. R.J. Anitha 024011 CSE
6. K.S. K. Vijaya Krupa 024015 CSE
7. D. Kiran Roshni 024016 CSE
8. N.M.S. Sivanandini 024414 CSE
9. T.U. Deshpeth 022963 EEE
10. K.K. Grithshc 015001 IT
11. T.I. Velugiruppa 015002 IT
12. J. Jayalakshmi 015102 IT
13. R.C. Anitha 015107 IT
14. N.S. Senthil 015113 IT
15. K.A. Prashanth 015115 IT
16. Devi Shanmughi 025005 IT
17. S. Gokila 025114 IT
18. S. Dakshinakumar 025212 ECIT
19. B.G. Sivakumar Babu 025105 ECE
20. P.V. Senthilkumar 025114 ECE
21. S.R. Venkatachalapathy 025313 ECE
22. M. Kathiravan 025516 MCA
23. P. Palanikumar 028016 MCA
24. M.D. Anil Kumar 028021 MCA
25. M. Sakthivarth 028032 MCA
26. N. Chelliyal 028054 MCA
27. Santhanakrishnan 028004 MCA
28. G.S. Nirupana 028008 MCA
29. M. Indraja 028023 MCA
30. Arun Jose 082851 Auto

We congratulate the students and staff who have passed the on-line examinations. We wish them all the best in all their future endeavors.

Congratulations

We congratulate Ms. U. Kusuma, Lecturer, Electronics and Communication Engineering for passing the IBM Websphere Studio Application Developer on-line examination.

Founder’s Day Celebrations

Our President Shri. K.N.K. Guruswamy presenting memento to the Chief guest of Fourder’s day Celebrations Mr. R. Lakshminarayanan, Chairman, Hi-Tech Ltd., Madura. (L to R) Dr. S. Ganapathy, Principal, Shri. K.N.K. Kirthik, ECA Member, Shri. S.V.S. Shivaiah, Secretary, Shri. G.K. Rajkumar, Joint Secretary, Shri. K.S. Rajkumar, Treasurer.
Mr. Vallsai Kumar, Advisory I Specialist, IBM India Ltd., New Delhi
conducting training program for our staff on
IBM WebSphere Studio Application Developer

Demonstrator for our staff on
IBM WebSphere Studio Application Developer by
Ms. Vallsai Kumar, Advisory I Specialist, IBM India Ltd., New Delhi

Mr. R. Dashithinumruthy, Manager-Ursity Relations, IBM India Ltd., Chennai
helping our staff and students in the hands-on session of IBM DB2

Students getting trained in IBM DB2 Universal Database

Students and Staff getting trained in IBM DB2 Universal Database

Mr. R. Dashithinumruthy, Manager-University Relations, IBM India Ltd., Chennai
handing over the Certificate of Participation for WebSphere and DB2 training
programs to our Secretary Sh. S.V.S. Shinmuth.
(L to R) Dr. S. Ganapathy, Principal, Mr. G.R. Balakrishnan, Management
Consultant & Internal Auditor, Prof. PL. Mechappan, Director.

tidal tragedy

A cenotaph was held on 30.03.2004 at 11:30 a.m. at our indoor stadium to pay homage to the departed souls in the tragedy and devastations caused by Tsunami waves at various seacoasts on 26.12.2004.

One of our staff Mr. R. Venkateswarlu, Lecturer, Department of Electronics and Instrumentation Engineering contributed Rs. 5,000. All our staff have contributed their one day salary and the students are requested to contribute a minimum of Rs. 25/- each. The staff and students are requested to contribute new and old clothes for distribution to the destitutes in the devastations.

We pray the almighty for the departed souls to rest in peace.
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